
Purple Faux Lariat Necklace
Project N193
Designer: Andrea Morici

Extra long and luxe, this faux lariat features Swarovski crystals and Swarovski pearls in multiple luscious shades of purple.

What You'll Need

Gun Metal Finish Steel Parallel Link Curb Chain 7mm Bulk By The Foot
SKU: CHA-9717
Project uses 2 feet

Gun Metal Plated Open Jump Rings 6mm 19 Gauge (100)
SKU: FJR-5296
Project uses 3 pieces

Gun Metal Brass Fluted Crimp Bead Covers 4mm (144)
SKU: FCR-1083
Project uses 2 pieces

Gun Metal Brass Crimp Beads 2mm x 1.5mm (100)
SKU: FCR-1253
Project uses 2 pieces

Gun Metal Head Pins 2 Inches 24 Gauge (X50)
SKU: FHP-5421
Project uses 1 piece

Artistic Craft Wire Copper Permanent Black Color 24 Gauge 10 Yards
SKU: WCR-2403
Project uses 2 feet

Soft Flex Best Beading Wire .014 Inch - 30 Ft.
SKU: XCR-5143
Project uses 1 foot

SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS Crystal Cosmic Ring Pendant 4139 20mm Jet Black
(1)

SKU: SWC-9025
Project uses 1 piece

SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS Crystal Baroque Pendant 6090 22x15mm Amethyst
(1)

SKU: SWC-9296
Project uses 1 piece

SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS Crystal Faux Round Pearls 5810 8mm Dark Purple
(25)

SKU: SWP-8024
Project uses 7 pieces

SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS Crystal Faux Round Pearls 5810 8mm Burgundy
(25)

SKU: SWP-8023
Project uses 5 pieces

SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS Crystal 5000 8mm Round Beads Amethyst (8)
SKU: SWC-0896
Project uses 3 pieces

SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS Crystal Rondelle Spacer Beads 5305 5mm Jet (12)
SKU: SWC-5202
Project uses 12 pieces

Specialized Tools

Bead Stopper- Stop Beads Sliding Off Stringing Material
SKU: XTL-3000

Instructions:
1. Cut a piece of the gunmetal double curb chain that is roughly three inches in length. Set this aside.

2. Cut two pieces of the black artistic wire at five inches long each. Cut a third piece of black artistic wire at one foot long.

3. Onto each of the five inch long pieces of black artistic wire, create the beginning of a large wrapped wire loop. Before completing the
loops, thread them through the jet cosmic ring pendant. Complete both wrapped wire loops and trim off excess wire.

4. Onto each of the two pieces five inch long black artistic wire (now attached to the cosmic ring pendant), thread an 8mm dark purple
Swarovski faux pearl. Create another wrapped wire loop at the opposite end of both pieces of wire and trim off excess.

5. Thread the one foot long piece of black artistic wire through the Swarovski amethyst baroque pendant, so that the pendant is about
halfway down the wire. Create a ninety degree bend in the wire right next to the pendant, so that one half of the wire points upward.
Wrap the half of the wire that is protruding from the side tightly around the pendant until the wrapping reaches from the hole to the
very tip of the pendant, and wraps around the other half of the wire a few times.

6. Onto the half of the wire that is sticking upward, thread an 8mm dark purple Swarovski faux pearl. Create the beginning of a large
wrapped wire loop. Before completing the loop, thread it through the jet cosmic ring pendant. Complete the wrapped wire loop and
trim off excess wire.

7. Cut a piece of fine beading wire that is one foot long. Secure one end of this wire with a Bead Stopper.

8. Onto the wire thread the following:
a 5mm jet Swarovski crystal spacer bead
an 8mm amethyst Swarovski crystal round bead
a 5mm jet Swarovski crystal spacer bead
an 8mm burgundy Swarovski faux pearl
a 5mm jet Swarovski crystal spacer bead
an 8mm dark purple Swarovski faux pearl
a 5mm jet Swarovski crystal spacer bead
an 8mm burgundy Swarovski faux pearl
a 5mm jet Swarovski crystal spacer bead
an 8mm dark purple Swarovski faux pearl.

Repeat this stringing pattern one more time. At the end, add:
a 5mm jet Swarovski crystal spacer bead
one more 8mm amethyst Swarovski crystal round bead
one more 5mm jet Swarovski crystal spacer bead

9. Onto the end of the strand, thread a gunmetal crimp bead, but do not crimp it yet. Thread the end of the strand through the wrapped
wire loop on one of the dark purple faux pearl links connected to the cosmic ring. Thread the strand back through the crimp tube, pull
snug, and crimp.

10. Remove the Bead Stopper from the opposite end of the strand. Once again, thread a crimp bead, but do not crimp it yet. Thread the
end of the strand through a double link at one end of the long piece of double curb chain. Thread the strand back through the crimp
tube, pull snug, and crimp.

11. Open a gunmetal jump ring and thread it through the other end of the long piece of double curb chain, and also through the wrapped
wire loop on the other dark purple faux pearl link connected to the cosmic ring. Close this jump ring once more.

12. Thread an 8mm burgundy faux pearl onto a gunmetal headpin and create a wrapped loop on the end. Trim off excess wire.

13. Open two more gunmetal jump rings. Thread one of these jump rings through the wrapped wire loop at the top of the burgundy pearl
drop and also through the double link at one end of the three inch long piece of double curb chain. Close this jump ring.

14. Thread the other jump ring through the other end of the three inch long piece of double curb chain and also through the large
wrapped loop containing the dark purple faux pearl and the amethyst baroque pendant. Close this jump ring.

15. Finally, place a crimp bead cover over each of the crimp beads, and gently squeeze them shut.
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